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dust settles on “doc” gardner memorial

On This Day 1960.

the u.s. senate
approves the civil
rights act of 1960
despite southern
senators’ marathon
filibuster effort.

J.b. test world
traveler
Photo by hector cobos

Jordan muncy
rodeo reporter

looking forward to casper
It was a wild, wooly, and windy weekend
in Guymon this past weekend for the Oklahoma Panhandle State University annual
“Doc” Gardner Memorial Rodeo hosted
by the Aggie rodeo teams. Although the
weather seemed a bit treacherous, it did
not stop the cowboys and cowgirls of the
Central Plains Region from performing.
Saturday night’s short round saw several
Aggie team members, but the first event of
the night was the bareback riding, where
Seth Hardwick was first to ride. Hardwick,
posted two solid scores, and was able to
land a top ten finish in the average. Next
to ride for Oklahoma Panhandle State
University was freshman Quirt McDaniel.
After two wild rides at 74 points, McDaniel
finished third in the aggregate.
As always, the saddle bronc riding in the
championship round mainly consisted of
men that for the time being, call Goodwell,
Oklahoma home. Seven of the ten short-go
qualifiers wore the prestigious red and blue
vests. In the end, it was Seth Schafer who
came out on top after a thrilling ride on
Allan McCloy’s legendary bucking horse

Party Time. With a combined total of 156, roping. After an outstanding 7.2 second
Schafer was just 5 points ahead of fellow run in the long round, the team made a top
teammate Tyrel Larsen for the title. Other ten finish in the aggregate.
qualifiers included Troy Crowser, Ryan
In the barrel racing, two Aggie women
Bestol, Cort Scheer, and Townsend Prince, qualified for the Saturday night short round
who finished third, fourth, fifth and seventh performance, and happened to draw back
respectively.
To kick things off on the ladies
end, Whitney Knippling started
the goat tying, as one of three
Aggie women to make it back in
that event. Hannah Harrington
was next to follow, and with
each of the ladies posting times,
they were proudly named top
ten finishers. Soon Becky White
made her run, which proved to
be smoking. After two 9.1 second
runs, she finished second in the
average.
Once again proving their great
teamwork, Ryan Simons and
roping partner Cody Ware were FFIle
Ile Photos Ryan Simons and roping partner Cody Ware.
the only team from Oklahoma
Panhandle State University to
» continued, PG. 3
qualify for the short go in team
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J.b. test, an oPsU senior
from Guymon, is currently
living in europe for three
months. J.b. was selected as
a brad henry International
scholar for the spring of
2009 and is working as
a research intern for the
National Assembly of Wales
in cardiff.
» continued, PG. 2

ou, o-u-t
sarahsweatt
staff writer
The NCAA Division I Final Four
showcases some of America’s finest athletes
in an exciting, competitive atmosphere.
March madness requires athletes to play
at the finest degree of their careers after
enduring many months of grueling games
and practices. From a bracket of 64 to a
championship of the two best, worn out
bodies and minds of young adults are put to
the ultimate test of perseverance, skill, and
heart. It was a tearful Sunday night for the
lady Sooners.

»continued pg. 4
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welcome home
jb test
Noble Center
2:00 PM
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tuesday, february 24, 2009 - amsterdam
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nada...zilch...
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1:00 PM (Odessa, TX)

Close

Randi Jones, Staff Writer

After three long months in europe, J.b. test is ready to come home.
The following are excerpts taken from his online journal
over the last month. His online journal, containing his entire
blog, as well as pictures from his trip can be seen at www.
myspace.com/jabetest.

10

reached the second
of the three levels, the platform was filling up with people quickly. So, after
taking pictures, we stepped into the
line for the elevator. The top level of
the Tower, while worth the trip and certainly the fee, only briefly held my interest because its small space held far too
many people for my patience to handle.
After throwing some elbows
Courtesy
ofphotos,
Julia the
to take
Ancarani
girls
and I
fled the
Closter
phobic
space and
walked
across the
Seine to
find something to eat.

wednesday, april 01, 2009 munich day 2

Dachau Concentration Camp - Snow
fell as I walked down the road into the
camp. Silence pressed against my ears;
only my own footsteps broke the stillness. Large groups of students talked
and laughed around me, but the weight
I felt on my chest as I walked through
the gate bearing the German translation of ‘Labor sets you free’ seemed to
block them out. Through these gates,
prisoners entered the camp to be “reeducated”. The ‘Joorhouse’ held these
gates.
I cannot imagine the fear they must
have experienced, being forced out of
their homes and taken to this horribly
cold and forbidding place. Thousands
of people walked through these gates
and never walked back out. Walking
back to the center of the camp, my
eyes were drawn to the large piece of
deliberately grotesque artwork in front
of the Storehouse. Acting as part of the
Memorial, it depicts people caught in
barbed wire. The sculpture dominates
the scene of the camp. I turned in front
of it and proceeded down the road
between the now destroyed barracks.
The walk back to my hostel gave
me a chance to reflect on my first two
days in Germany. The fear I felt before I
left Cardiff seemed childish as I walked
down the city street in Munich, perfectly
happy and safe. I walked back to the
hostel and found a new roommate.
This new Korean student had arrived in
Munich from Bucharest, Romania. When
I told him I would like to visit Romania
to see the real Transylvania, he advised
against it. Hold described how he had
been attacked in Bucharest and had
barely escaped being mugged.
After gathering all of my belongings, I laid out my clothes for the next
day and fell into a surprisingly peaceful
sleep.
A “Welcome Back” reception will be held Thursday, April
9 at 2:00 in the Noble Center reception room, all are
invited to attend.

whatislife’sgreatest
mystery?

why
hy do women need so
many pairs of black shoes?

there
here are two great mysteries
of life: why midgets don’t
work as umpires at homeplate
and why there are no
apostrophies on the ‘dont
walk’ section of traffic lights.
i’ll go to my grave worrying
about those things!

in my opinion, life’s greatest
in
mystery is this: is there such
a thing as human freedom,
or are we merely products of
genetics and/or acting out
parts in some cosmic play?
the
he other is why anyone has
watched mtv since 1993.

tenoch
ramon

Sitting in Cardiff the night before I left
for my ten-day trip through Europe, I felt
more homesick than I have for the last two
months. I have adjusted to such a different lifestyle, my natural instincts made me
want to stay away from anything else that
was unfamiliar. I missed my old life and
my family to an extent such that seeing
Europe, one of my long-awaited dreams,
transformed from an alluring luxury into a
torturous thought.
Flying over the Netherlands during the
approach
to Amsterdam testified about
the Dutch
people’s
use of
wooden
shoes.
Water
stands
all over What is this guy doing here? There was a Native American
the coun- cafe in Versailles
tryside. Canals run endlessly at regular
intervals. I followed the poorly translated
directions south across a pedestrian bridge
crossing the harbor, past the gigantic floating Chinese restaurant, to the Hostelboat
Anna Maria II. The actual room was tiny—
maybe 7 feet by 8 feet with four beds and
a sink. The toilets and showers were shared
with the rest of the boat.I left the hostel and
called Wendy again. I met some more of
Wendy’s friends there in addition to those
that came with Wendy to stay in Cardiff
with me. After they finished their ‘goods’
we walked over to the Sex Museum on the
main strip in Amsterdam. I received the
biggest taste of Amsterdam culture at that
place. I tried to laugh it off and not allow
the pictures to disgust me, but I was deeply
disturbed by how acceptable it seemed that
this abhorrent place was positioned in such
a prominent area. This large dose of
Amsterdam lifestyle did
not make a good
impression on
me.
After
sitting in
my room
for a while I
took my PSP
monday, march 30, 2009 – paris day 1
The news of four different plane
and found
Corner of
an unsecured
crashes
while I’ve been in Europe has
Cardiff Castle
Internet concaused me to feel slightly nervous
nection somewhere along the
about the discount airlines I’ve been using.
The plane crash in Amsterdam less than two
main strip in Amsterdam and sat on a bench
weeks after I landed there shook me deeply,
on the sidewalk for a couple of hours calling
so each time I’ve flown since then has been
all of my family members with the scent of
marijuana in the air. One guy actually sat
nerve-racking and this trip was no different.
Obviously though, I landed in Paris Charles
down on the other end of the bench and
de Gaulle airport safelyl.
lit a joint. I don’t see myself ever returning
to Amsterdam.
I found the girls and our spectacular
room, before we left to go see Paris at night.
thursday, march 05, 2009 - brussels
We started by taking the subway to the Arc
Three train cars were all that awaited
de Triomphe. The view did not disappoint
me on platform 15a. The signs were all in
us, but as all three of us lacked professional
Dutch so I boarded the train 98 % certain
photography skills, we did not capture any
it would take me to Brussels but with the
quality photos
of the arc with
its extremely
impressive
lighting.
W
e
reached the
Eiffel Tower
much later
than
we
intended but
found the lines
short enough
that we did
not have to
wait very long
to buy tickets
and start up
the elevator.

On our walk from the subway station,
I noticed how the buildings of the city
had a coat of grime on them at street
level. I understand why Paris is called
the “City of Lights”; you can’t see the filth
at night. The Tower is much taller than
I expected so
the view from
it impressed
me.
We
chose to
pay the full
€12 fee to
go to the
top level,
and by
t h e
time
w e

dr. sara
richter

slightest doubt. That disappeared immediately as the announcer described the route
of the train ending in Brussels first in Dutch,
then in English.
The details of the train ride are lost to
me now as it was over two weeks ago that
I made the journey. Leaving Amsterdam I
became keenly aware of the moral convictions laying deep inside my heart. While
most of the world accepts sexually deviant
behavior as natural, I realized that with that
attitude staring me in the face, inviting me
to embrace it, I rejected it. That revelation
didn’t surprise me, but I found it significant
because I had never been so exposed to the
type of culture that dominates the streets of
Amsterdam.
After such an unpleasant experience
in Amsterdam, the anxiety and isolation
I felt before my trip started to return as
I faced the coming journeys—most of
them alone. Reflecting on that journey,
however, gives me courage even as I
write this because of what happened on
that train. At one of the stops, a couple
boarded the train and sat down at the
table-seat with me. I smiled at them, and
we sat in silence for quite a while.
Eventually the man spoke to his
wife and I was surprised to hear his
voice lacking any kind of European
accent. Discovering that these
people were American I, of course,
introduced myself and started
small talk. I learned that they
lived in Rotterdam, the city in
which they had boarded the
train, though they were originally from Pennsylvania. The
couple lived in Europe for
at least 20 years before Me in the
ending up in Rotterdam, so chamber outside the
chapel
they offered me a massive
amount of information about what to see
and do. Best of all, they offered me comfort, telling me that I would have no trouble
travelling through Europe because so many
people speak English and the tourist areas
have adapted to meet the needs of Englishspeakers. They were wonderful people and I
so regret not getting their names or contact
information. In retrospect, I think God was
showing me how he was working ahead of
me and walking with me on my journey.
Faith was the only comfort I had in going
to Amsterdam, and I must admit I didn’t
have much. But He caught me just as
I started to fall from that leap of faith
and he carried me through the rest of
the week.

dr. Justin
collins

blA blA blA

art jubilee
hugh-strong
aud
8:00 am

dr. brad
duren
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news

sorrowful
saturday

3
after massacring his children, Harrison
went back to the gas station in search for
his wife to end her life also.
Not finding her, James Harrison

sarahsweatt
staff writer

the town of Graham,
Washington mourns for their
lost.
Friday, April 3, 2009 in the town of
Graham, Washington, James Harrison and
his eldest daughter wondered where their
beloved mother and wife was. After finally
locating the woman at a gas station, the
two discover that the mother of 5 is with
another man, and she informs the two that
she will be leaving the family. Distraught,
the father and daughter return home to the
rest of the family. Saturday morning arrives
and with the sunrise, a new beginning also
shines across this Washington community.
The new beginning does not consist of
moving past the previous night’s ordeal
in a peaceful manner. Saturday results in a
dark day consisting of death.
Saturday afternoon, after a relative
visited the Harrison residence and no one
answered the door, a neighbor phoned
911. Officials arrived on the scene only
to find the five Harrison children, Maxine,
Samantha, Heather, Jamie and James,
dead by multiple gunshot wounds. The
children’s ages ranged from 7 to 16. One
official stated, “He wanted the kids dead.
It wasn’t like he shot a few rounds. He shot
several rounds.” However, this is not the
end of the story; officials also report that

Photo coUrtesy oF FoxNeWs.coM Officials
arrived on the scene only to find the five Harrison
children dead by multiple gunshot wounds.

chose to end his
life instead. James
Harrison
had
already been in
trouble by child
welfare services
for assaulting his
children. Family
members
also
referred to Harrison
as an extremely
controlling
person. After a
truly deadly week
in America, the
nation’s thoughts
and prayers go
out to the Graham
community.

“He wanted

the kids
dead. It
wasn’t like
he shot a
few rounds.
He shot
several
rounds.”
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Published by oklahoma Panhandle state University,
P.o. box 430, Goodwell, oK 73939. the collegian is
distributed on campus of oPsU every Wednesday
during the fall and spring semester with the exceptions
of major holidays, finals, and breaks. All opinions
expressed in editorials are that of the writer and not
necessarily the opinion of the university.

Do you have an opinion or comment about something on campus? Is
there something we should know or an issue to be addressed? Write
your letter to the editor, e-mail it, or bring it by Muller Hall. Letters
must include writer’s name, signature, and phone number. Telephone
numbers will not be printed. The editor reserves the right to edit letters
for length, libelous statements, and personal attacks.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

FUN VALLEY FAMILY RESORT
South Fork, Colorado
Needs students for all types of jobs: kitchen,
dining room, housekeeping, stores, maintenance,
horse wrangler, office. For information
and employment application write Student
Personnel Director, 6315 Westover Drive,
Granbury, TX 76049 or call 1.800.548.1648
or e-mail rafain@sbcglobal.net.

Photo coUrtesy oF FoxNeWs.coM Family members referred to Harrison as an extremely controlling
person. After not finding his wife at the gas station, he then chose to end his own life.

dust settles...cont from pg 1
to back positioning. First to run from Oklahoma Panhandle State University was
Kendel Fawcett. The Craig, Colorado native,
along with horse Jiggs, posted two solid
times and without any penalties finished
strongly in the top ten. Also qualifying
for the short round was Jordan Muncy.
Muncy was able to finish first in the short
round with the only run under 17 seconds,
and finish second in the average.
Always a crowd favorite, the bull riding
was one to watch as some of the best
bulls in the sport were matched up the
the tough cowboys of the
Central Plains Region. The
only Aggie to qualify back in
this event was Ty Clearwater,
with a 77 marked score.
Not only was the Central
Plains rodeo held in the
Hitch Pioneer Arena, but
the Oklahoma Panhandle
State University rodeo
teams showed off some
personal style as a form of
entertainment to the very
chilly crowds. Although not
counting for points, or a regular rodeo event, the “wild
women” rodeo along with
the “wild ride” bronc riding,
seemed to be crowd favorites. Events
and winners included: bareback breakaway roping: Katie Jolly, billy goat(aka
Stinky Pete) tying: Hannah Harrington,

barrel racing with jumps: Becky White,
and the ever-so-popular wild ride: baby
Cort Scheer.
As the curtain draws on the “Doc”
Gardner Memorial rodeo, the tension
and excitement is building in the Central Plains Region. With just three rodeos
left in the season, both the Aggie men’s
and women’s teams will try and secure
their positions in order to qualify for what
they have worked for all year; the College
National Finals Rodeo, in Casper, Wyoming. Go Aggies!

Random thoughts for random people
there are no poisonous snakes in Maine.
-

the very first bomb dropped by the Allies on berlin
during World War II killed the only elephant in the
berlin Zoo.
-

A typical full-time worker
in the Us with a four-year
college degree earns about
$50,000. this is 62% more
than a worker with only a
high-school diploma.
-

Photo by hector cobos Saddle bronc champ
Seth Schafer with Coach Craig Latham.

psychology club Quote of the week

“loyalty to a petrified opinion never yet broke a chain or
freed a human soul.”
mark twain

A crocodile cannot stick
its tongue out.
Nurses and doctors wash
their hands between
patients less than onethird of the time.
the plastic things on the end
of shoelaces are called aglets.
In 2006, the U.s. was the largest Internet market in
the world with 182 million users. china was second
with 134 million users.
White out was invented by the mother of Mike
Nesmith (Formerly of the Monkees).

courtesy of randomfunfacts.com

sports

Heartland ConferanCe Update

4

BaseBall standings
1. texas permian basin
26-10
2.
st.
mary’s
24-12
blA blA blA Exero 01, 5555
3. st. edward’s
24-13
4. incarnate word
22-12
5. newman
20-16
6. texas a&m international 14-23
7. lincoln
8-22
8. oklahoma panhandle state 1-32

softBall standings
1. st edward’s
28-17
2. st. mary’s
23-24
3. incarnate word
20-23
4. texas a&m international 22-18
5. texas permian basin
10-31
6. lincoln
12-27
7. oklahoma panhandle st. 9-27
8. newman
2-29

for tHe

Week

4

of

aprIl 8

BaseBall lead remains Close/st. edward’s puts up 4-game win streak

Urinetown: it’s like a sport,
But different...

courtney paris promise, $64,000 please... cont from pg 1
OU women’s glorious run ended on Sunday
after having an extraordinary year. OU was the
longest surviving Big 12 team, fighting hard
until the very end, an end that was sparked by a
fiery Louisville team in a 3 point loss. Oklahoma
dominated the first half but allowed Louisville
along with their star player Angel Mccoughtry,
who contributed 18 points and 11 rebounds, to
creep back in and steel the game.
The end of Oklahoma’s season also marks
the end to another chapter: the Paris twins’
incredible careers. Courtney Paris, four time AllAmerican, closed her season with 14 points and
16 rebounds, and Ashley Paris supplied 16 points
and 7 rebounds in her final college game. Earlier
in the year, Courtney promised to pay back her
scholarship if the national championship did not
belong to her team at the end of the season.
After the emotional loss to Louisville, Courtney Photo coUrtesy oF esPN.coM OU’s Courtney Paris attempts to help the Sooners. That
failed attempt forces her to keep good on her promise of returning her scholarship money.
Paris promised “good” on her prior words in an
after-game interview. The Paris twins, however,
Coach Coale also stated, “If you gave your very best effort, you
were not the sole carriers of their team. Whitney Hand won the
Freshman of the Year award and served as a sound defensive player have absolutely nothing to be ashamed of. You walk out of here
and 3 point shooter. In response to Louisville’s statement of Hand with your head held high. And sometimes it works and sometimes it
being the pulse of the Oklahoma team, Coach Coale said, “Well, I do doesn’t. But you learn from it and in the next round you come back
think she plays in such a way that she’s infectious, and we get our and you ask for more.”
With the Paris twins’ promising WNBA careers and many
energy and our joy and our life and the spring in our step from her.
returning
Sooner players, it will definitely be exciting to see what
And that’s a pretty significant thing to do as a freshman, to infuse an
entire team, particularly one that has some pretty major players on these girls have in store for the next round.
it.”

arts & entertainment
The Hills: a
crime against
humanity? (yes)
rachael beck
staff writer
editor’s note: title not
necessarily accurate of article’s
content; it does, however,
contain more truthiness.
The hills is back and packed with tons

more drama. Heartaches, breakups, make
ups, and celebrity showdowns preview
what is to come on this fifth and final season.
Lauren Conrad aka LC aka Heidi’s ex-BFF,
aka Spencer’s arch nemesis calls it quits
as she decides to let paparazzi follow her
unscripted instead of um, having a camera
crew (full time paparazzi) follow her…
unscripted.
Yes, we’re all
confused and
the rumors
keep flying
as to whether
these “celebrities” are getting paid to

live their lives, or if this is just a spruced
up version of Days of Our Lives. Whatever
the case, love it or hate it, when mentioning The Hills, there’s one thing that comes
to mind; drama. And you just can’t get
enough. Because there’s really no limit
to what these style savvy super ‘stars’ can
conjure up, they show us the fabrication
of reality and the “reality” of our own lives;
that is, if we could spend our time looking
up the most expensive sushi place in Hollywood while driving our convertible BMW
to our $2 million home. I mean other than
that, I feel like Lauren Conrad is my bestie/
sister.
Lauren coming out with her own version of I Love New York? A Shot at Love with
Audrina Partridge? Spencer to guest star
on National Geographic channel for the
flesh colored beard? Brody Jenner hosting
Bromance? Wait… This already happened.
So the drama continues and don’t you
even complain, deep down we all know
that we would watch Lauren all day, all
night, and even snoring. Yea, we’re not
obsessed. Good Morning, and if I don’t see
you, good afternoon, good evening and
goodnight!
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For the Week of April 10
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Hannah Montana: The
Movie

G
Miley Cyrus, Emily Osment, Jason Earles
You can take your little brother or sister. Afterall,
that would be a good excuse to go.
(Editor’s note: Don’t go.)

In a Dream
Not Rated
Jeremiah Zagar
The ultimate reality.

The Mysteries of
Pittsburgh
PG-13
Jon Foster, Peter Sarsgaard, Sienna Miller, Nick Nolte
College. The last fun you’ll ever have...

Observe and Report
R
Seth Rogen, Ray Liotta, Michael Peña, Anna Faris
Watch out for Rogen’s pepper spray. Things could
get ugly.

oklahoma city u.s. census bureau

help wanted

HIRING
1000’s!
$10+
(402) 254-9140

Retired, student, between
jobs, need part-time
work?

Photo
coUrtesy
oF MtV.coM
Pictured right: a
strong case for
atheism.

z

1-866-861-2010
www.2010censusjobs.gov

z

dVd releases for april 7, 2009

April 14

rental pick of
the week

(granted, it came out last week...)

david Šuto
editor
Film review - Tell No One
(r) 2hr 15min
Not interested in the current local
theatrical offerings, I sought opinions
online for rental options for this week’s
movie review. I eventually settled on Tell
No One, a recent French thriller adapted

from an American novel of the same
name, available on Netflix Instant Play and
just released on DVD. Expecting a decent
genre fix until State of Play hopefully
arrives nearby later this month, I was
pleased to find it one of the better films
I’ve seen in some time.
A doctor and his wife reminisce in
an annually made trip to the lake where
they met as children and first fell in love.
After a small argument, the wife swims off,
then screams. It’s dark. When the husband
makes it over, a silhouetted figure strikes
him with a baseball bat. The doctor falls
into the water, and is later found laying
unconscious on a dock. The wife turns up
murdered; her husband is accused, though
later dismissed. Eight years pass, and two

- american high school (comedy)
- bedtime stories (adventure, comedy)
- bedtime stories (deluxe dvd edition)
(adventure, comedy)
- beverly hills 90210: the seventh season
(drama, tv)
- cleopatra (75th anniversary edition)
(drama, romance, war)
- the day the earth stood still (3-disc
special edition) (sci-fi, thriller)
- the day the earth stood still (two-disc)
(sci-fi, thriller)
- disney animation collection: volume 1 mickey and the beanstalk (animation)
- disney animation collection: volume 2 three little pigs (animation)
- disney animation collection: volume 3 the prince & the pauper (animation)
- donkey punch (rated) (horror, thriller)

new bodies are uncovered
near the original crime scene.
The doctor receives mysterious
emails regarding his wife and
what may have really happened
to her. Soon, he is thrust back
into the center of the reopened
investigation, sending him on
a search to uncover the truth
and find who is responsible for
the slayings.
Now, this all may sound
rather derivative, but in its
execution, the movie rises well
above. François Cluzet (think a
French Dustin Hoffman) won
his nation’s top acting prize
for his role; accurate enough,
I’d say. Tell No One juggles a
large cast of supporting actors
around Cluzet without ever
confusing the narrative or the
viewer thanks to both strong
and evocative characterization
and performances. On the
other hand, this is very much
a thinking person’s film, or an attentive
one’s anyway. No worries, though, as the
filmmakers craft a quality looking, nicely
structured pic that begs your immersion
and then rewards it come film’s close.
It may only be actor turned director
Guillaume Canet’s second feature, but he
demonstrates a veteran confidence behind
the camera. Canet allows the sumptuous
countryside and alluring Parisian locales
to take their space while Cluzet and
company make their characters’ emotions
felt. Resultingly, the movie seems its two

- donkey punch (unrated) (horror, thriller)
- doubt (drama)
- dynasty: the fourth season, volume one
(drama, tv)
- the fox and the child (adventure, drama, family)
- house (drama, horror, thriller)
- max fleischer’s superman (action, adventure,
animation, family, sci-fi, shorts)
- no country for old men (3-disc collector’s
edition) (thriller)
- the paper chase: season one (drama, tv)
- pre-code hollywood collection (various)
- the tale of despereaux (adventure, animation,
comedy, family, fantasy)
- tcm spotlight: doris day collection (various)
- tigger & pooh and a musical too (animation,
family, tv)
- vinyan (drama, horror, thriller)
- yes man (2-disc digital copy special edition)

and a quarter hour runtime, though in a
well earned manner. Besides, the tightly
wound plot dodges any languidness; and
moreover, it plays real, a modern rarity
of its type. Tell No One also delivers a a
handful of moments about as good as any
I’ve seen in American cinema over the last
year.
Embrace the subtitles, and give
it a watch before the surely sterilized
American remake comes around.
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a tale of two americas

Courtesy of Laura Hays
María
Julia Ancarani
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likes life in the United States of America.
In fact, she likes it so much she hopes to
eventually make it her home. Julia, as she
prefers to be called, has been taking part
in an educational and cultural exchange
between Oklahoma Panhandle State
University and her hometown university, Universidad Nacional de Villa María
(UNMV) located in Villa María, Argentina in the province of Córdoba. Juan
Sassatelli “Sassa” was the other student
from Villa María selected to participate
in the program. The pair left the OPSU
campus on April 1 to do some traveling
in the U.S. before returning to Argentina
in mid-April.
Julia has had an interesting career in
higher education. Her parents expected
to continue her education beyond high
school, but she could not decide what to
study. She chose economics and spent
4 years in that program before finally
deciding to pursue what she really loves
– English. The energetic 28-year-old has
been studying English in a 5-year program at Villa María and will complete it
this July. She plans to teach English in
Argentina to junior or high school age
students and also plans to pursue a Master’s in English. What really excites Julia,
though, is research. She and a team of
UNMV students have been researching
English education in their home country,
attempting to determine what type of
English classes serve students the best.
Depending on the outcome, the group
may apply to Argentina’s education governing board for a curriculum change in
their public schools.
She lives near her parents with 6 dogs
between all of the family members. Her
father Félix is an anesthesiologist while
her mother Yoly keeps the family home
running. Julia’s sister Euguenia is a psychologist and her husband owns a drugstore. The couple has two children, a boy
and a girl, and Julia says her niece and
nephew are the lights of her life. Brother
Félix practices medicine in a private clinic

while the youngest sibling, María José, is
studying marketing in college. Julia loves
to read novels and poetry and exercises
regularly. She also enjoys dancing and
singing and spending as much time as
possible with her niece and nephew.
While Sassa and Julia have been at
OPSU, they have attended classes in
their respective major areas, with Sassa,
a percussionist and vocalist, focused on
music classes. Another aspect of their
time here was learning about our culture
as well as sharing their own. In addition
to school work and campus activities, the
pair has remained very busy presenting
information about Argentina and UNMV
to various civic groups. They have also
managed quite a bit of travel as they
visited Santa Fe over spring break and
both attended International Awareness
Day at the Capitol in Oklahoma City. In
addition, Sassa traveled with the OPSU
Choral Union on their trip to Chicago.
According to Julia, UNMV is approximately the same size as OPSU as far as
student population plus the university is
situated in an agricultural area. She said
most students are local and use public
transportation to commute, so there is
little campus housing. UNMV students
competed for the opportunity to participate in the program and students
completed oral and written English tests,
computer skills, and an interview. OPSU
students interested in having the same
kind of experience at UNMV may contact
Teri Mora at 580-349-1538 or at tmora@
opsu.edu.
“I hope OPSU students will take
the opportunity to participate in this
exchange. We hope to make this a longlasting, enriching experience between
Goodwell and Villa María. I learned so
much about the culture while I was
here plus I got to practice my English
skills,” Julia said. She did ask, “Why do
you call yourselves Americans? We, too,
are Americans!” With some luck, perhaps
Julia will one day move north and live in
a different America.
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aitp update
opsu takes third at national
contest
kim tuttle
staff writer

Oklahoma Panhandle State University’s AITP (Associations of Information Technology
Professionals) Chapter recently competed at the AITP NCC (National Collegiate
Conference). Twenty team members and four faculty members ventured to Oklahoma
City where the competition was being held last week to compete in a variety of
contests. Colleges from all over the United States were present ranging from Alaska to
Florida to New York.
There are always a variety of contests offered as well as side competitions. The contests
include Business Intelligence/GIS, Office Solutions, PC Troubleshooting, System Analysis
and Design, Network Design, Application Development, Graphics Communications,
Java, Student Papers, Student Web Projects, and Banner Contest.
OPSU took third place in the Graphics Communication Contest with a team consisting
of Blake Westbrook, Micah Donaldson, Klay Kuban, and Carrie Kliewer.
The OPSU Programming Team would like to thank their private and local business
sponsors - PTCI and PC Wranglers and also the Student Senate for making the trip
financially possible in these economic times.

Photo coUrtesy oF KIM tUttle Micah Donaldson, Blake Westbrook, Digital Tutors Representative, Klay Kuban
(Not pictured – Carrie Kliewer)

opsu hosts national collegiate
conference
kim tuttle
staff writer

OPSU’s Programming Team traveled to Oklahoma City this past week to be one
of three host schools for AITP’s National Collegiate Conference. There were
611 attendees to the conference and it was a huge success. The two other host
schools were Cameron University and the University of Central Oklahoma plus the
professional Oklahoma City Chapter. The crew from OPSU pictured below assisted
throughout the weekend with tasks such as set up and tear down and other odds
and ends. Rumor has it the crew has a great time and really enjoyed getting to see
the behind the scenes work of NCC. 2010’s NCC is scheduled for March 25-27 in St.
Louis, Missouri.

Help these juggling
friends get together
for some Easter fun!
photo by laura hays pictured left to right, opsu president dave bryant displays a
t-shirt from the córdoba province that describes the terrain - “sun, hills and rivers” just one of many gifts from the exchange students. Julia and sassa exhibit their opsu
centennial sweatshirts.

Photo coUrtesy oF KIM tUttle Back row – Valerie Twyman, Ryan O’Reilly, Amber Murdock, Kennan Matkin,
Erin Crier, Pam Gutierrez, Andres Belandria; Middle row – Lindsey Haley, Kevin Miller, Zane Greene, Blake Westbrook,
Klay Kuban, Blake Davis; Front row – Micah Donaldson, Nick Tuttle, Kim Tuttle, Carrie Kliewer, Quinton Williams, Gabe
Gerber.
Faculty that attended – Diane Murphey, Steve Martin, Vicki Pasque, and Joe Breeden

opinion/editorial
rewind...
re: redesign

In response to April 1’s “reDesign for Intelligent Design”
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“Before Texas joined the Union, it was still an independent republic. When

the treaty was signed between Texas and the US, for Texas to become a state,
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it was made certain that Texas would always retain the right to leave the
Union in the future if it chose to do so. Even today, federal law is very clear
on the matter: Texas can leave whenever it wants to.”

Michael A. Ask, Special to The Collegian
It is hard to discuss a topic with which
you are ill informed. For one, it wasn’t Sternberg’s paper that caused the controversy;
he was the editor in charge when it was
published. Second, the content was not the
source of the ruckus. He was removed from
his position, and rightly segregated from
the “herd,” because, as editor, he improperly
published a paper in a scientific journal
without first putting it through the rigors
of the peer-review process. He would have
met the same end had he published a more
scientifically relevant paper under the
same scheme. The peer-review process is
an intensely rigorous, anonymous process
that is essential to nearly every academic
field, not just science.
I’m glad that you consulted your dictionary: “Webster defines contrary as a fact or
condition incompatible with another.”
Good find. However, in order to determine
compatibility one needs to understand
that with which one is comparing. I am
sure you agree. Since evolution is a theory
that explains the diversity of organic life
on earth, it’s hard to see how the knowledge of this theory allegedly leading to
the murder of millions can be thought of
as contradictory. For example, we know
how to split the atom based on years of
atomic research and a working knowledge
of the basics of the atomic structure (an
ever changing model, a sign that science
is happening.) Now, you wouldn’t think it
contradictory to all of that research to point
out that the knowledge of the atom lead to

“The science behind
evolution does not, and
obviously should not,
offer a morality by
which we are to behave.
It needn’t. That’s what
religion is for.”
the deaths of further thousands in Japan
during World War II? As if, somehow, the
dropping of bombs on Hiroshima means
that there aren’t such things as protons and
neutrons. It’s preposterous, right? Yes.
Your confusion is that you don’t understand that evolution is impartial to humanity, let alone religion. It is impartial to the
heavens. It is even impartial to the idea
that God created all living things (unless,
of course, you think that he/she did so all at
once and as they exist today.) The science
behind evolution does not, and obviously
should not, offer a morality by which we are
to behave. It needn’t. That’s what religion is
for. So keep your religion (read:”intelligent
design”) out of our science, and we’ll keep
our science out of your morality. It’s clear
that religion is just as awful at deciding
what is scientific as science is at deciding
what is moral.

the youth of
the nation
martin kiruri
staff writer
every one’s generation must boldly
decide what to do with the idealism and
the energy of the youth. our generation is not an exception; our situation is
made more urgent by the proportion of
the youth in our population. yet most of
our political leaders on both sides of the
political divide are elderly, the pre-independence generation. but the question is
which age group should we follow? And
do any of them possess leadership? Is
this age group prepared for leadership or

could the
south secede?
again?
stephen skacall
staff writer
The answer to that question, however
disturbing it might be, is a resounding
yes. Civil rights violations by the federal
government, along with an increasing
tendency by the federal government to
ignore the rights of the fifty states, are
making many Americans feel restless and
insecure with the Union. Some political

Union is more fragile than it’s been at any
point in the past hundred years.
President Bush expanded a
program called FISA (Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance
Act)
which, despite its
name,
is
geared
primarily
toward
spying on American
citizens rather than
gathering intelligence
on other countries. By
enacting the PATRIOT
Act,
the
federal
government has given
itself the authority
to enter and search
our homes without
warrants and without
ever telling us they
were there. These actions don’t just violate
our right to privacy, they also violate the
US Constitution, which says that American
citizens
shall
be free from
“unreasonable
searches” by the
government.

the Constitution says should be left to
the states. The federal government also
imposes “unfunded mandates” on the
states, ordering them to manage certain
programs without giving them the money
to do so.

“Washington needs to

There
are
also
religious
groups interested
in
secession.
Christian Exodus,
whose
logo
consists of a
silhouette of the
state of South
Carolina
with
a shining cross
in the center,
makes its goals
obvious.
“The...
goal [is] to move thousands of Christian
constitutionalists to South Carolina to
accelerate the return to self-government
based upon Christian principles at the local
and State level.” In short, Christian Exodus
plans on moving as many conservative
Christians to South Carolina as possible
and eventually gather enough support
for the state to secede, forming its own
country with a religious government.

get its act together and
start respecting the
Constitution. If they
do that, no states will
leave the Union.”

The
federal
government
also
violates
the
Tenth
Amendment to
the Constitution
on a regular
basis. The Tenth
Amendment
says that “the
powers
not
delegated
to
the
United
States by the
Constitution,
nor prohibited
rIGht- Photo coUrtesy oFDAIlyMAIl.coM Missing something? When entering by it to the
the Union, Texas was promised the ability to leave any time it wanted.. This could be
States,
are
the standard way of looking at things.
reserved
to
the
States
respectively, or
and religious groups are pushing for states to the people.” Programs like Medicare and
to secede from the Union. One state, Texas, No Child Left Behind are clear violations
even has a treaty with the United States of the Tenth Amendment because they
that gives it the right to secede if its people impose federal power over areas that
decide to do so. The bottom line is this: the

While groups like Christian
Exodus have no realistic chance of ever
being successful in their goals, the states
could secede. Texas, in particular, has a
very good chance of doing so. Before
Texas joined the Union, it was still an
independent republic. When the treaty
was signed between Texas and the US,
for Texas to become a state, it was made
certain that Texas would always retain the
right to leave the Union in the future if it
chose to do so. Even today, federal law is
very clear on the matter: Texas can leave
whenever it wants to.
And so, whether secession
will really happen or not, it’s certainly a
possiblity. That’s why Washington needs
to get its act together and start respecting
the Constitution. If they do that, no states
will leave the Union. If they keep on the
path they’re on right now, there’s no telling
what could happen.

Drawing for Free Membership in Association for
2009 seniors Submitted by Dr. Richter
On April 18 at 6:30 pm, the Panhandle State Association of
Alumni and Friends will conduct its annual meeting and banquet.
The Association will induct Dr. Pauline Hodges and Mrs. Imogene
Glover in the Panhandle State Ambassador Hall of Fame. Tickets are
$20 per plate and must be purchased with an advance registration.
Registration forms can be found on the OPSU webpage under the
Alumni link. This year, the Association will honor the following
classes: 1919, 1929, 1934, 1939, 1949, 1959, 1969, 1979, 1984,
1989, 1999, and 2009. Other items on the evening’s agenda will
be a report from the Centennial Committee that will include the
auction of a framed Centennial Logo, a Centennial Quilt, and a
unique Centennial shadow box. The Association will also have its
election of directors and officers.
The Association invites all the seniors from the class of 2009
simply inspired by UsA President barack
obama?
What are the characteristics of the
30s and 40s generation? Are they
ready to carry the banner of leadership because they mostly born after
independence,they went to school in the
1970s and 1980s leaving school when
opportunities were plenty and optimism
was right. they have less attachment to
the past well travelled, a global perspective.
If they are so prepared for leadership,
why have they not taken it? because to
succeed, we should hold the bull by the
horn. they will quickly claim the older
generation has refused them. that is an
excuse; the truth may be that fear the
burden of responsibilities of leadership. Why else are they marrying late?
having bashed the leadership in their
youth, this group does not want to play

to register free of charge. During the banquet, there will be a
drawing for a free lifetime membership with a value of $250 from
the seniors attending. Provide registration forms to Dr. Looper in
the Foundation office, SL 207. Deadline for registration is April
15.
The day is filled with many activities including the dedication
of the new greenhouse, a noon BBQ, various class reunions, the
dedication of “Centennial Theatre,” Urinetown the Musical, the
debut of the Centennial Walking Trail, and the evening meeting
and banquet.
For more information you can contact the Association
President, Troy Morris at tmorris62@hotmail.com or the
Foundation Executive Director, Dr. Doris Looper, 806-349-1394,
SL 207.

it dirty. While they are realistic
economically speaking, they will
suffer from idealism in their political life.they can live in air-conditioned offices, drive big vehicles,
but with the irony of driving on
potholed roads.
the current economic and political crisis will make them wake up
to the realities of political life. With
post-election violence experinced
around the world, they ought to
realise that politics and economics are twins. If this generation
can handle politics with the same
motivation they have handled
their economic careers,they can
make a difference to the political
future of the country. the young
generation from 0-30 years old
are tested by joblessness, hopelessness and idealism.

Photo coUrtesy oF yoUthVote08.INFo If
this generation can handle politics with the same
motivation they have handled their economic
careers,they can make a difference to the political
future of the country.

Aggie Peers Are Back!
The OPSU Aggie Peers are back in business. Peer Educators are

dedicated to informing their peers about healthy lifestyle choices
and making responsible decisions. Topics include drinking
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responsibly,
sex, STDs, eating disorders and other health
issues that confront college students on campuses everywhere.
OPSU currently has 10 certified Peer Educators who have been
trained in the skills needed by all peer educators to:
• understand the basics of prevention regardless of a particular
health specialty
• become a caring helper to others
• provide awareness on health and safety risks
• make referrals of students at risk to professionals
• conduct educational programs and events
• increase their leadership abilities
• increase awareness of personal wellness
• teach team building
Aggie Peers will be available for students who need someone
to talk to about homesickness, relationship issues, academic
problems or any of the other troubles that college students find
themselves facing. They are NOT counselors, but your peers who
have been trained in active listening and being a caring helper.
Their office is located in Hamilton Hall, Room 310 and the hours
are posted outside the door. Take advantage of having someone
to talk to when you feel the need.
Aggie Peers will also be doing educational programming
throughout the semesters. Programming may include skits,
games, educational presentations or just passing out literature
regarding health issues faced by college students.
Watch for us! Your healthy life is our concern!

Corral
drive-in
TheaTer

Oklahoma Panhandle State University
Student Health Clinic/Wellness Center

Staff Nurse: Florence Hensley BSN, RN
$10
Urinalysis
FrEE
Exam
FrEE
ConsUlt
$15
FlU shot
FrEE
otC mEds
F
rEE
WEight ChECk
$5
PrEgnanCy tEst
FrEE
Blood sUgar ChECk
FrEE
diEt ConsUlt
$10
tB tEsts
ask nUrsE
antiBiotiCs
ask nUrsE
immUnizations
Planned Parenthood
FrEE
ConsUlt
ask nUrsE
oral ContraCEPtivEs
FrEE
Condoms

reward

there is a $200 reward for any
credible information toward a
missing silver 17” laptop and cell
phone with a yellow and black case.
if youFool’s
have any
information
go see
Your
Day
Predictions!
Jessica lofland in the sl building
aries

your life has been a turkey on rye: sleep-inducing and dry, yet
mysteriously delicious. as the moon aligns with the mcdonald’s
sign visible from your backyard this week, you’ll make a lateral
trade for peanut butter and jelly: comforting and innocuous, but a
bit nutty.

taurus

those illegal bets you made last november return to haunt you.
but don’t worry! your cell mate knows a guy in block e who will
aid your escape (he mistakenly believes your bruce willis’ (of
whom he’s a big fan) sibling. now is the time to invest in soap on
a rope. and a whistle.

gemini

you realize you should’ve changed your major two years ago.
Lol @ you.

cancer

why don’t you try the cool, refreshing taste of sierra mist? seven
of ten people preferred it over sprite in a taste test.* and it goes
down smooth.
“ah...”
*study conducted by jim gaffigan

926 sW hwy 54 Guymon, oK 73942

580-338-DrIV(3748)

newly opened!
have a fun evening and
enjoy a double feature at
a great price.

leo

you’ll never be as awesome as your astrological sign. end your
current pursuits and move to a taoist monastery.

virgo

do you remember that video game on the ps1, with the animals
that fought one another? not Rampage. Primal Rage, maybe?
yeah, i think that’s right. man, what a great game.

$6.00 Adults $4.00 Kids

libra

the injunction has been lifted! texas welcomes you back with
open (if apprehensive) arms. reward yourself with a trip to san
antonio and enjoy the river walk. though put on some pants,
first. that’s indecent!

scorpio

outlook cloudy - ask again later.

DRIVE IN THEATER

sagittarius

SHOWTIMES

“man, this is going to tick off the devil.”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5g46ntg38cc

580-338-DRIV

Eric & Alka Lammes, Owners
926 SW Hwy 54
Guymon, Ok 73942
$1.00 80oz popcorn with a valid student id, double
feature two movies for the price of one.

capricorn

don’t purchase them in the convenient store bathroom. remember
what happened the last time? and three times before that?

aquarius

“there’s a million fine looking women in the world, dude. but they
don’t all bring you lasagna at work. most of ‘em just cheat on you.”
-silent bob

pisces

w w w. c o r r a l d r i v e i n . c o m
l o o k

f o r t h e

you haven’t laughed since january. go see Urinetown. seven
of ten people prefer it over Family Guy.* and it goes down
smooth. *not necessarily a statistical truth.

c o l l e g i a n

w w w.opsu.edu

o n l i n e

/dwn

